Community Council meeting

Date 11.03.21

Who is here? LG, AH, CE, LC, VN, DD, CF, OT, SM

Article

of the term and

you

said

The article of the term is about every child's
right to an education which develops their
abilities and talents to the full. Classes will
make sure this is up in class to help everyone
learn about children's rights

RRSA

we

We discussed what had changed since the last
meeting. See last term's 'you said we did'
sheet for details including information about
our new therapy dog and ipads with
educational apps

did

two classes had meetings this week Issues
raised included questions about when we can
start mixing bubbles and going off site again?

class

Classes fed back that the therapy dog and
laptops for classes are a good idea

meetings

The changing rooms in the swimming pool are
very cold - could they be heated please? Could
we have more fountains?
What could we change

or

do

better

?

Could we have a climbing wall?
It is still noisy at night time - could JB let us
know what can be done?
Could there be more sports and canoeing on
the curriculum? (class 1)
Could there be a room or space for YP to go
as noise and interruptions is disturbing learning
in some classes?
VN voted for suggestion box number 2
Birthday celebrations in class 2

Achievements for the Bradstow Voice

thank you

we have finished

LG will ask teachers and young people for any
new stories of the newsletter

Thank you VN and CE as well as OT for
attending the meeting and sharing views that
will help lots of young people at Bradstow.

you

Can

said

we

did

Sarah said that we are getting
some ipads with educational
apps on them for young people
we have ipads for learning? to borrow in class. These will be
signed in and out of the library.
Doris the therapy dog will be
joining us soon!

Therapy

dog

School and Home survey

Sarah would love to know what
you want to learn about at
school and thank you for taking
new curriculum part in the school survey.
Let us know if you have ideas
about what you want to learn
James hasn't been able to let
me know what he has done
about the noise at night time.

Noisy

Night

Fire Drill

time

We will have more information
for you at the next meeting.
Everyone did a great job at the
ﬁre drill that happened during
the snow this term. Everyone
went to their ﬁre points for their
classes! Very impressive!

